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About This Game

Half-Life Deathmatch: Source is a recreation of the first multiplayer game set in the Half-Life universe. Features all the classic
weapons and most-played maps, now running on the Source engine.
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And you thought the Russians refused to provide context for what you are doing in a videogame.

Don't spend $2 on this unless you are a rich man.. just like another pixelated RPG, its fine to follow the story and spend our
time. Sadly I must advise against buying this game. In my fifteen minutes with it, the game does look like it has a lot of depth to
managing your guild and the heisting, but I feel like the game is just too fast. Your thieves bolt from place to place like the
kings guard was on their tail, there isn't much of an option to survey a situation because of how the game is designed, and you
don't have a lot of gameplay options besides "run into the building and hope there isn't a guard at the door."

It could be a good game, just not a good stealth game.. Absoloutely loved this game when I played it on WiiWare, and this port
onto the PC is also great, especially with the better textures :). Fun little tower defense game. However, it is quite "child-like"
and any adults looking for more than a "distraction" won't find much.

It's an easy experience, fun and mind-numbing when you need it to be. It's definitely not something to get jazzed up about, but
it's worth it for $5 or less.
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Game crashed on me within 3 minutes = bad review. The best Total War clone.. Part of me wishes this was longer; but it really
is just the perfect length for what it is. I really like this buy for five dollars.

If you hear the "Metroidvania" tag and expect something along the lines of Super Metroid, Fusion, or such, you may be
disappointed - the MV genre is the closest easy genre to throw at it, but this is something a little different. It's less like a modern
era Metroidvania throwback, and more like a Metroidvania era Amiga throwback.

Compared to what one expects from an indie MV style game, it's simpler in many ways, but with a little more push on narrative.
I'd really like to see what the fellow making this can do with a few more resources.

It's stripped-down approach, while it may just be an artifact of the single-dev approach, is quite suiting to the game. It comes
across as slightly haunting, really. It's like a really good indie record from the 80's - rather than being hindered by it's limitations,
it has embraced them into part of the aesthetic, and made something better for it. I think trying to make a game with the same
sort of emotional resonance that is attempted in modern titles, within the confines of a vintage-styled 2D game, and to succeed
on the level this game has is quite the accomplishment.

From a gameplay aspect, while I often like something in this genre with a more open and less linear map (Aquaria was one of
my favorites in this regard) given the size of this game, and the slow speed of movement, I appreciated the "looping" nature of
many of the paths you take - while it does create a slightly more linear experience, it removes a lot of the "grind" of making
your way across repeated terrain. Teleporters and shortcuts and other work-arounds wouldn't have worked as well with the feel
of this game, really, and allowing the character to move through the environment faster would have ruined the feel and mood of
the game.

Really, there's been an incredible balancing act in a lot of aspects of this game. Every decision in it's creation seems to be quite
deliberate.

Honestly, I have a hard time not recommending this to anyone - the dollar and time cost are low enough to not feel like a waste
even if you don't like it, and it's an intriguing game. It doesn't quite hit every note it reaches for, but if you like 2D styled games,
and games driven slightly more by story than action (without being action free) this is a good try.. In 4hrs of play time so far,
this game has crash more often that my 8hrs in Batman AK. Needs to patch the several issues raised in the forums.
Fundamentally the racing is fun, AI on legend will test your abilities (and frustration since they love to hit you in the back), but
several issues make this a love, hate thing at the moment. I would suggest buying if you're in desperate need of an F1 game, if
not hold off your purchase till it's fixed (if ever) and\/or a price drop.

Pros:
=AI much more competitive that previous game, sometimes overly so.
=Graphically looks good and runs at a stable and good fps (Avg ~110 for me) on 1440p, 980Ti.

Cons:
=Damage model severly underwhelming (Go full speed into a wall and you will be shocked at what happen, in a bad way)
=Stuck at 2nd gear after exiting the pits, unable to up or downshift until the end of the white line at the side
=No race weekend weather info in championship mode (Spent practise optimising dry setup only to be greeted with a wet qualy.
Game crashed during qualy, load back and it suddenly became a dry qualy)
=No career mode and safety car
=AI loves to crash into you from the back.
=Can't find any online lobbies to play

*Updated on 11 Jul to include more cons.. Read the first chapter, absolutely amazing, I DEFINETLY recommend this for
anyone, you don't even have to be a fan, but it might help, I hope they come out with more chapters VERY soon!. Not As Scary
Story As Russians in CS:GO.

Xuinia blet. My main issue with this game is the length - it's really short game. Together there are around 20 fights\/action
scenes in the whole game. I find it rather odd. All that work creating mechanics, enemies, gameplay, stunning artwork, lore,
characters and then just waste it on a very short story. As a player when I got the hang of the fighting controls, game was already
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done, but even if for a moment I suppose that main part was dialogues between characters as in visual novels, then again
narrative is too weak to hold it together and get the value through. Longer and more in-depth story would have made this very
cool, but as it is currently, I would think twice before spending any money.. I LOVE THIS GAME!!!!!!!!!!!!. this game is ugly i
dont like at i want cd key of call of duty black ops. very fun game although i would recomend buying 8 bit armies so you are not
hated on buy the other players for playing as one of the invadrers factions other then that great game
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